R-2: 
• circus art – stained glass clowns 
• superhero-based art 
• math in art 
• Japanese ‘sumi-e’ art 
• colour mixing 
• colour wheel fish/mice 
• patterns in art - animal patterns 
• rainy day/sunny day pictures 
• Mother’s Day art

Year 5-7: 
• pattern in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander art 
• pattern in Maori art 
• contemporary art styles 
• using space, colour and tone to create balanced artworks 
• Japanese ‘sumi-e’ art 
• math in art 
• still life artworks 
• name art – graffiti/alien names

Year 3-4: 
• still life 
• Japanese ‘sumi-e’ art 
• math in art 
• contemporary art styles 
• circus art – stained glass clowns 
• tonal colour mixing 
• pattern in art – op art 
• name art – graffiti/alien names

Links: 
• LOTE (Japanese) 
• literacy 
• maths

Artist of the Month: 
• Vincent Van Gogh 
• Raewyn Harris